Defaii Tutor Certificate
May the grace of holy spirit aid again
Anyone will do what Messiah did
-Hafiz
Defaii Certificate

This is to certify that ………………………………………………. has attained
Defaii Tutorship; and has committed to using the knowledge and abilities
gained through Interuniversal Consciousness only for the purpose of personal
and collective wellbeing; to promote humanitarian objectives; to support the
harmony of both the manifest and unmanifest aspects of the universe; in the
course of service to Collective Consciousness; and to be faithful as a tutor to the
doctrines of Interuniversalism.
Wishing you absolute well-being and awareness,
Mohammad Ali Taheri

Tutor: ………………………………….

Signed: …………………………….

Letter of Oath
I, ……………………………………………. hereby take an oath upon my own
integrity, and by the integrity of Interuniversal Consciousness, to commit myself
to observe all the points mentioned above in detail. I vow to apply and offer
such services free of any personal bias, interferences, distortions, or unnecessary
interpretations.
Signed: ………………………………...

Code of Conduct for Interuniversalism Tutors,
where “Tutor” refers specifically to an Interuniversalism teacher of both theoretical and pragmatic aspects of the ontology; a nd
where “Organization” refers to Interuniversalism Erfan Halqeh Canada Foundation.
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All activities related to practical and theoretical Interuniversalism (Erfan Halqeh) should be introduced as part
of the ontology. The theoretical aspect is fulfilled by the Interuniversalism constitution, and the practical aspect
is fulfilled by the Links, which provide various connections to the Interuniversal Consciousness.
The Complementary and Alternative Medicine applications of Interuniversalism are called Faradarmani and
Psymentology.
Interuniversal Consciousness is the supreme intelligence governing all universes.
Considering the fact that Links are activated only on the step of Eshgh (right brain approach), there is absolutely
no need for techniques such as power of suggestion; imagination and picturing; symbols and metaphors;
preaching and advice; mantra; hypnosis, etc. Also age; level of education; how much one reads or knows; how
much one has experience with spiritual or religious experiences; powers of logic; cultivation of personal
qualities; worldly qualifications and titles; physical or mental endurance practices; religious knowledge and
rituals; spiritual techniques; cultivated talents; innate gifts; personal competence; physical abilities; and diet
has no impact on the quality, function and outcome of Linking.
Connecting with Interuniversal Consciousness through the Links can be done by all humans regardless of their
personal beliefs, race, and nationality.
Interuniversal Consciousness is independent from any personal discernment, and representing it with any bias
can cause misunderstanding and error. Tutors must refrain from satisfying their ego by promoting themselves
and their interpretations instead the Interuniversal Consciousness. Any personal discernment must be
presented clearly as independent from the Interuniversalism syllabus in a way that students can easily discern
them as distinct subjects.
A Tutor is someone who teaches the Interuniversalism syllabus and is allowed and able to activate Links and
Protective Layers for students within the context of their related semesters.
Tutors are role models of the international Interuniversalism community, and they have accepted the truth of
the entire Interuniversalism constitution. Tutors MUST be loyal to the original teachings of Interuniversalism,
and have taken an oath of allegiance and fidelity.
Activating Links and Protective Layers, and becoming a Fara-therapist or Psymentology practitioner, is only
possible after signing the respective certificates and accepting their codes of conduct. Tutors must try their best
to convey all the teachings of the related semesters, including the provision of relevant literature, to avoid any
misunderstanding or bias amongst students. Tutors are required to use the certification documents provided by
the Organization and to retain a signed copy which will be provided to the Organization.
Admission of students should be done in a way that preserves the integrity of the Interuniversalism teachings.
Receiving an admission fee is a highly recommended action toward this goal; a fee expresses a student’s
commitment toward learning the concepts of Interuniversalism.
Any enlightenment and epiphanies are an absolute divine blessing, and no Tutor shall relate them to any of
their own activities in the course.
All Tutors must be aligned with the values and aims of the Interuniversalism community.

Wishing you absolute well-being and awareness,
Dr. Mohammad Ali Taheri

Letter of Oath
I, …………………………….……. hereby take an oath upon my own integrity, and by the integrity of Interuniversal
Consciousness, to commit myself to observe all the points mentioned above in detail.
Signature …………………………...

